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HUSSMANN CORPORATION

Extended Compressor Warranty for Hussmann Rack Systems and Hussmann-Krack Systems

The purchased extended compressor warranty is in addition to the standard Hussmann Limited Warranty for parts on said Refrigeration System. These warranties begin on Factory ship of said product. Hussmann Corporation agrees to reimburse for the actual cost of a purchased compressor from the nearest compressor manufacturer’s authorized wholesaler. The agreement to reimburse is only applicable to the original OEM compressor that shipped from the factory; totaling 1 compressor replacement for the full 60-month duration of the standard Hussmann Limited Warranty and the Purchased Extended Compressor Warranty combined.

This warranty does not include any other components or materials. No service or labor charges related to or incidental to the compressor replacement will be covered during this period, outside of the standard OEM warranty policy terms noted in the Hussmann Limited Equipment Warranty Coverage for Remote Cases and Refrigeration Systems. The commitment of reimbursement must be proven to the satisfaction of Hussmann that the compressor is inoperative due to defects in the factory workmanship or material under normal use and service. Hussmann reserves the right to inspect the jobsite, installation and reason for failure, as well as obtain failure analysis from the compressor supplier as a condition precedent to honoring any warranty.

To obtain a replacement compressor under warranty, the customer’s service provider is required to go to the nearest compressor manufacturer’s authorized wholesaler. Should the said failed compressor be under the compressor manufacturer’s coverage, it would be exchanged at no cost by the authorized wholesaler to the customer’s service provider once failed compressor is returned to the wholesaler location. Should the said failed compressor fall outside the compressor manufacturer’s coverage, the customer’s service provider is required to purchase the compressor, return the failed compressor to the authorized wholesaler for core credit if applicable, and submit the claim with Hussmann with the final bill of sale (noting the core credit if applicable and without markups) for reimbursement consideration. The equipment serial number, failed compressor serial number and model, and the replacement serial number and model must be submitted on the claim. All claims must be submitted for review within the Hussmann claim filing guidelines with proper information provided. For filing guidelines and other applicable warranty policies, go to the Hussmann website for this information: www.hussmann.com – click on “warranty” and open WARRANTY CLAIMS FILING & SYSTEM GUIDELINES.

Warranty Exclusions:

THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LOSS OF FOOD OR CONTENTS OF THE PRODUCTS DUE TO FAILURE FOR ANY REASON. HUSSMANN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE:

• For payment of labor for any removal or installation of warranted parts, unless specifically called out on the Warranty Schedule posted on the Hussmann website; In effect at the date of shipment of the product
• For travel to and from store locations and work sites—this includes truck charges, fuel surcharges, and driver fees
• For administrative fees for preparing claims or entering them into Hussmann claim system.
• For Mark-ups on items used to repair cases
• For any repair or replacements made without the written consent of Hussmann, or when the product is installed or operated in a manner contrary to the printed instructions covering installation and service which accompanied such product
• For any damages, delays, or losses, direct, consequential, incidental or otherwise, which may arise in connection with such product or part thereof; including loss of profit, additional labor cost, or injury to personnel or property caused by defective material or parts
• For damages or delays during shipment or caused by fire, flood, strikes, or other circumstances beyond its control
• For delayed freight shipments caused by carriers or customer scheduling conflicts with provider which incur costs
• When the product is subject to negligence, abuse, misuse or when the serial number of the product has been removed, defaced, or altered
• When the product is operated on low or improper voltages
• When the product is put to a use other than as recommended by Hussmann
• When operation of the product is impaired due to improper drain installation
• For payment of refrigerant loss for any reason
• For costs related to expedited shipping or handling of replacement parts
• For periodic maintenance items such as filters, gaskets, lamps, fuses, driers, etc.
• For diagnostic charges
• To defend, indemnify or hold harmless any purchaser or end-user for any claims, demands, lawsuits or actions of any nature

*Hussmann reserves the right to alter or change the terms of its limited warranty at any time and without notice. The warranty policy that applies to your purchase shall be the one in effect on the date of product shipment. For current policy guidelines, additional warranty schedules, warranty claim procedures, and forms; go to www.hussmann.com